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Introduction
 International trade is very important factor in development of Czech economy.
 In recent years, after the recession, the Czech economy has been drawn down
by domestic consumption, but Czech export hampered the decline of Czech
GDP.

 It is necessary to improve Czech price and non-price competitiveness of Czech
export in order to make export activities successful in the future.
 Indicators of price competitiveness (REER, ULC, productivity of labor, unit
cost of energy,…)
 Non-price
competitiveness
(quality
macroeconomic environment etc.)

of

institutions,

innovations,

 One of the key principle for export development is the prioritization and efficient
support of export opportunities.
 For effective targeting of support for Czech exports, it is necessary to define
priority and interesting markets as well as products whose export is worth
expanding into specific markets.

Introduction
 Application of discrimination analysis for mapping export potential enables to
take into consideration all limitations and specifics of small and open exportoriented economies and simultaneously reduces the potential costs of export
strategy.
 Prioritization of export opportunities can serve also as a tool for exporters in
which direction to focus their export activities.
 In our approach of the discriminate analysis, we emphasize both the demand
side and supply side of the export opportunities.
 The model selects the appropriate export opportunities based on the absorption
capacity of the import market, compatibility in relation to the Czech economy
and growth potential.

Criteria selection

 What is important for finding export potential?
 Size of the import market
 Expected growth
 Economic growth
 Elasticity of consumption with respect to increasing purchasing power
 Market of substitutes and complements and respective cross elasticity

 Trade barriers
 Comparative advantage
 Value chains
 Risks- commercial, political, risk of war, exchange rate risk etc.
 Every market needs individual treatment

Elimination process
All potential opportunities: all HS6 – country combinations (1,041,920)

Filter 1

Size of the import mark.
Import growth

Comparative advantage
Import contents of export

First sorting, looking for
interesting markets.

Primary identified markets

Filter 2

Market concentration
Distance

Revealed absence
of trade

Barriers to trade – used in
combination with filter 1

Promising markets
Lafay index – matching the
supply and demand side

Filter 3

Matches the markets with
Czech comparative advantage
and partner’s disadvantage

Markets of interest

Filter 4

Market importance : compares the degree Used for final purge of
markets, only in combination
of market importance with to exporters.
with other criteria.

Priority markets

Filter 5

PRODY – export sophistication
for prioritizing the products

Export opportunities

Used for product prioritizing,
only in combination with
other criteria.

Elimination process
 Figure visualizes the
procedure of export
opportunity selection and
combination of the general
discriminate analysis with
other criteria.
 IEC stands for index of
economic complexity.
 IEG for index of export
growth.
 IDB index of doing
business.
 IEP index of export
potential, which summarizes
the export potential of the
country for selected
products.

General filtering
process and
additional industry
specific criteria

Export
opportunities

Setting maximal
acceptable risk

Country risk rating

IEC

IEG

IDB

Setting the weights

IEP

Suitable export
opportunities

Group of
countries

Rating from the
discriminate
analysis

Results
Export opportunities for the Czech Republic by categories
unit: HS6 - country combination

sector

number of opportunities

machinery and electrical equipment

6,401

metal products

2,458

mixed, other

2,353

plastics/rubber

1,317

stone/glass

1,276

textile

1,171

total

19,746

0 - 0,13

0,13 - 0,22

0,22 - 0,4

0,4 - 1

Case 1- creative glass industry
•

•

After the discriminate analysis that is general
for the entire portfolio of Czech production we
use additional criteria which are product
specific and allow individual approach.
The examples of such criteria are in the pilot
case of the export opportunities of Czech
creative glass industry, where the target group
of customers is often recruited from wealthy
families, casinos or luxury hotels.

Best opportunities for Czech creative
glass industry by country
Country
Russia
Germany
USA
Netherlands
China
Great Britain
France
Switzerland
Spain
Italy
Hong Kong
Turkey
India
Brazil

ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Case 2- pumping machinery

Case 3- clean tech sector

Conclusion
 Our model for prioritizing export opportunities based on the discriminate analysis of less
important markets is a useful tool for optimizing export strategy on the national or industry
level.

 The model uses the elimination process based on growth potential, absorption capacity
and compatibility in relation to the Czech economy.
 We found most of the opportunities in EU countries, followed by many undiscovered
opportunities in Asia, South America, North America and European countries outside the
EU.
 We could see on the specific pilot cases that the model uses the individual approach to
various industries and identifies significantly different portfolio of top countries for Czech
creative glass industry, pumping machinery or the clean tech sector.
 The model can be recalibrated for any country exports.

Thank you for your attention. Any
questions?
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